Firework fuse connector

The easy, safe way to connect your home or commercial firework display. This simple device
will easily transfer fire through a network of fuses. You now only have to light one fuse and sit
back and enjoy the show! Save time and stay safe while connecting your fireworks show
together with FuseConneX! Traditionally, "chaining" the fuses of multiple fireworks is a
laborious process, usually involving a mess of tape or glue. FuseConneX saves time and cuts
out the mess by making each connection as simple as "snapping" two pieces of plastic
together! Each FuseConneX can connect up to four pieces of fuse. Simply place the fuses in the
device in any configuration you wish, then just "snap" the two sides together, and you're good
to go! Another great feature is the fishhook-like design inside of each connector, which allows
varying gauges or thickness of fuses to be used. Most commercial fuse sizes can easily be
mixed and matched together, which makes a single FuseConneX perfect for chaining a "main"
fuse to one or more "leader" fuses. Try out FuseConneX and save valuable time and effort when
setting up your home or commercial firework display! The United States Government and our
shipping service both restrict our sales to within the United States. We can make no guarantees
on delivery. Please ensure the shipping address you enter is correct. We often received
returned packages due to inaccurate addresses. In most cases, if your package is returned to
us because the entered address was incorrect, you will have to pay shipping charges again to
have it re-shipped. If you choose not to, your original order will be refunded minus your original
shipping charges. We have to pay every time we ship a package, and so will you. We accept the
following payment methods:. Checks and Money Orders also accepted, but must be received
before orders will ship. If you need to return or exchange an item due to an error on our part,
just contact us and we'll take care of you. Cannon Fuse Fuse ConneX. Out of stock. Score: 4.
Notify me. Customer reviews. Average rating:. Rating of votes 3. Please sign in to add review. I
have done some experimenting with these and the results should be of interest to all. Cut four
lengths of fuse at an angle to expose the powder core; place the cut end just inside of the
center cavity of the Fuse ConneX - leave the cavity mostly open. Then drop a grain of BP into
the cavity and close it up. Like I said, I have yet to have a failure! We accept the following
payment methods: Checks and Money Orders also accepted, but must be received before
orders will ship. All rights reserved. Cut visco fuse at an angle. Cut the firework's visco fuse on
a sharp angle as seen in figure A. This will expose more of the fuse's black powder core. If your
device comes with a long visco fuse attached, you may want to cut it down to about an inch to
reduce ignition delay. Create a quickmatch sleeve. Using a razor blade, cut a length of
quickmatch about 1 inch longer than the fuse supplied with the consumer firework device. Note:
It's best to cut quickmatch with a razor blade or anvil cutters. Quickmatch can ignite from the
friction of scissors cutting through it. Slide quickmatch over device's fuse. Carefully slide the
device's fuse into the center of the quickmatch sleeve. Slide the quickmatch sleeve all the way
down so it covers the firework's entire fuse. Insert electric match into quickmatch. Outside and
away from people, hold the device so it is pointing away from you and any flammable material.
Insert an electric match into the open end of the quickmatch to a depth of an inch as in Figure
C. You may need to slide back the electric match's protective plastic cap. Note: Removing the
electric match's protective cap may make inserting the ematch easier, but can cause ignition by
friction. Insert the ematch's head slowly and gently. Tape quickmatch, and electric match to
device. Secure the electric match to the side of the firework with clear packing tape covering
both ends of the quickmatch, as in Figure D. Add a couple of extra wraps of tape to secure the
electric match in place. The tape serves two purposes: 1 It confines the burning gasses,
increasing the burn rate. Tip: If you've never done an electrically fired fireworks display, just
imagine people moving about in complete darkness with dozens of wires all around. It's
inevitable that if you don't completely secure each and every electric match someone will trip
on "that" wire and pull the electric match free causing a misfire. View cart. How to Attach
Electric Matches to Visco Fuse About this time of year we get lots of questions about attaching
electric matches to consumer fireworks. That's because more and more people are using
electrical firing systems to fire their 4th of July consumer fireworks shows, even at home.
Here's how to do it. Visco fuse is the green fuse used in most consumer fireworks it is also
called cannon fuse. Materials needed: Consumer fireworks Electric matches "ematches" Roll of
clear packing tape or masking tape. How does it work? When the electric match fires, the
ematch sparks for only an instant. If the ematch sparks and fire do not directly hit the visco's
black powder core, the electric match may fail to ignite the firework device. The blackmatch
inside the quickmatch sleeve prevents this problem by carrying the fire forward, and increasing
the amount of fire given to the visco fuse. This ensures that the slightest spark from your
electric match will pass fire to the visco. The quickmatch's outer paper wrap directs the fire
downward through the tube like a flamethrower, lighting everything in its path, including the
visco. Skylighter's GN is a great source of blackmatch, unless you want to make your own. Join

The Fireworks Club Sign up to receive our newsletter and exclusive discounts! Email address.
Sign Up. Added to your cart:. About this time of year we get lots of questions about attaching
electric matches to consumer fireworks. Harvesting blackmatch from GN Make a thin walled
tube. You'll need a thin walled paper tube to hold the blackmatch, visco and electric match all in
place. Use glue or tape to keep it closed. Insert blackmatch into thin walled tube. Insert 6
strands of blackmatch into a thin walled paper tube as seen in Figure F. If the blackmatch is
long, cut it flush. Continue by following quickmatch instructions above. The proceeding tip
provided by, Brian P. Skip to main content. Related: cannon fuse fireworks tubes fireworks
firing system canon fuse fireworks igniter hobby fuse firework fuse fireworks fuse roll fireworks
mortar tubes fireworks supplies time fuse fireworks green fuse. Include description. Yes 1 Items
1. New 49 Items Used 4 Items 4. Not Specified 1 Items 1. Please provide a valid price range.
Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers 6. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns
Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters
Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Category Hand Tools - apply Category
filter. Collectible Advertising - apply Category filter. Collectible Photographic Images - apply
Category filter. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Almost gone. Leave feedback about your
eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number
of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping
options and costs. Thank you for visiting Onlinefireworks fuse. We are proud to offer one of the
largest varieties of Cannon Fuse and specialty fuse on the market today in the United States.
We sell one of the largest varieties of fireworks fuse, including both American and Chinese
fuses. We sell fuse in various sizes from 1. We offer custom lengths, Pre-packaged fuse as well
as our own custom packaged onlinefireworksfuse. We also carry many different colors, paper
fuse, water resistant fuse and American Waterproof fuse. We also carry many sizes and effects
of Pre-Cut fuse, time fuse and specialty fuse for your pyrotechnic projects. Our Special effect
fuse includes crackling fuse, falling leaf fuse, flying fish fuse and strobe fuse. Be sure to leave
enough time for your fuse to arrive business days except HI and AK which could be up to 30
days. Please see our shipping policy for more details or contact us at customer support via
email or phone. New for Pre-Packaged Fuses in 20 foot pre-cut rolls with headers and label for
speed. Burns at approx. Packs of pieces. Packs pieces. Continuous Rolls of 10, 20, 50, , and
Foot Rolls of Fuse. Continuous Rolls of 10, 20, 50, and Foot Rolls of Fuse. Burns at 26 seconds
per foot Very colorful, bright and propulsive! Burns in Gold, green, red, silver and purple. Burns
in Green, White and Silver. Magic Whips, Crackling Fun Show fuse. Magic whips, crackling fun
show fuse. This is the Chinese copy of Japanese Time fuse. Has light tan outer wrap. This is a
high quality time fuse. Burn rate at 3 seconds per inch. Specialty Fuses. Various Specialty
Fuses. Email Address:. Specialty Fuses Various Specialty Fuses. Filled with New products,
specials, online coupons and even Free occasional shipping Discounts. Powered by Network
Solutions Online Store. During our Early Ship Sale, we are only offering items for pre-order that
are already produced in China that we expect to be available for shipping by April Due to
extremely low inventory levels industry-wide and high demand for new production, many items
are not available as part of the Early Ship Sale this year. We will continue to monitor production
status and make items available as soon as possible. However, at this point, additional items
will not be made available until March, when factories re-open after Chinese New Year. Those
items will not be available to ship by April 30 and will not be eligible for the Early Ship Sale
discount. We have also recently updated pricing for the season. For information about price
increases, click here. Code: L Add to Cart. Add to Wish list. Tell A Friend Your message has
been sent. Thank you for sharing! Your Name:. Your Email:. Friend's Email:. Your Message:.
Sign up with your email to be notified when this product is back in stock! Case Pack Pack of
Units Per Case Fuse Connex are great for helping put your show together! These "X" shaped
clamps tie multiple fuses together, and are designed so that the fuses pass fire without all the
hassles of zip ties, tape, or other means of connecting fuses. Related Products. A foot roll of
3mm green visco fuse. It burns at a rate of 2. View Product. The only ATF non-regulated initiator
on the market. It delivers consistent, instant ignition and is a great alternative to talons and
E-match. Available in two pack sizes: 80 initiators with 3-foot lead wires or 30 initiators with foot
lead wires. New Fast Safety Fuse - 3. A foot roll of fast safety fuse that burns at a rate of 1.
Welcome Guest. It has 4 layers of lacquer. Our most water resistant fuse. Very high quality.
Burns about 30 seconds per foot. NOTE: There is a combined limit of feet of fuse per customer
applies only to 20ft rolls and any speed of fuse. If you order more than feet of fuse then we will
contact you about a refund. Color will vary. Visco Fuse 50 feet. Burns about 38 seconds a foot
this would be considered a slow speed. Heavy lacquer. Burns at about 12 to 15 seconds per
foot. This is medium speed fuse. If you order a quantity of 1 you will receive 20 feet of fuse.

NOTE: There is a combined limit of feet of fuse per customer applies only to 20ft rolls.
Connecting a series of cakes and aerial shells together with visco fuse has never been easier.
Get that professional looking finale without having to risk getting hurt trying to light multiple
fireworks at the same time. Firework Junction utilizes a series of patent pending ideas which
incorporate serrated teeth, living hinges, and snap latches for securely holding 1. The injection
molded fuse connector also utilizes a closed tubular design which allows all of the heat and
spark from the ignited leader fuse to easily transfer passfire to the firework s allowing for more
positive ignition. Orange zip tie, count Orange zip, count. Great for connecting fuse. Red zip tie,
count Red zip ties. Four 4 inches long. These ties are a great way to passfire from visco to
visco. Click here to see a video of this product Quantity on hand: Blue Zip tie, count Blue zip
ties, ties per pack. Great for fusing visco. Yellow zip tie, count Yellow zip ties, ties per pack.
White zip tie, count White zip ties, tie per pack. Black zip tie, count Black Zip, count. Green zip
tie, count Green zip ties. All mortars should be used only with an appropriate mortar rack. Show
More Red zip tie, count Red zip ties. Click here to see a video of this product Quantity on hand:
15 Quantity. Show More Blue Zip tie, count Blue zip ties, ties per pack. Show More Yellow zip tie,
count Yellow zip ties, ties per pack. Show More White zip tie, count White zip ties, tie per pack.
Happiness firing system fireworks fast fuse connector and electric e-match igniter connector.
Liuyang Happiness hot sale Fireworks Fuse Connector. We built over different professional
bases in varies kinds of fireworks. In addition, we are the manufacturer of the fireworks firing
systems and igniters. We sicerely welcome the clients from all over the world to our
company,and take negotiation. Tuv Pv 4. High quality solar connector ,PV solar connector.
Staubli PV connector IP68 strong waterproof solar connector. TUV certified power PV
waterproof connector solar connector. TUV approved High quality solar connector. SeanRo 2.
Professional Supplier solar compatible PV branch connector. Water proof and dust proof solar
connector with the best quality. These colorful, sparkling fireworks fuse connector are safe to
use for all and can be enjoyed both indoors and outdoors. The production quality of these
fireworks fuse connector are very high and no toxic materials are used in producing them,
which is a good aspect, especially when kids use them. You can select from a wide variety of
products depending on your requirements. The fireworks fuse connector available on the site
are tested and certified for quality and safety. You can select from a wide variety of fireworks
fuse connector such as sparkler, smoke bombs, roman candles, Catherine wheel, cell burst,
rockets and many more that have superior effects to awe you. No matter the event is, you can
find all types of fireworks fuse connector at Alibaba. These fireworks fuse connector are idea
vauxhall insignia tips and tricks
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l for wedding, birthdays, Christmas, New Year and many other distinct occasions. You can also
access fireworks fuse connector that are used on top of cakes along with remote controlled
fireworks system for specific variants. Save money by going through various fireworks fuse
connector ranges at Alibaba. Discounts are available for these products are available for bulk
discounts and you can place OEM orders when buying in bulks. Customized packaging and
logo printing on the products are available too for bulk purchasers. Connectors Fuses. Supplier
Types. Trade Assurance Supplier. Product Types. Ready to Ship. Home connectors fuse
connector fireworks fuse connector. Contact Supplier. CN Mindian Electric Co. Go to Page Go.
About products and suppliers: Alibaba. Related Searches: fireworks connectors buy firework
fuse legacy time fuse for fireworks fireworks safety igniters firework tube smoke balls fireworks
firewroks for sale electric match talon wholesale velour long sleeve top fet smd.

